January 21st, 2022
Hey BOOGIE NATION.........49 days and counting. Prepare to meet on the back lot of
Pasture 22, March 11-12 for some serious herd dancing!
Whether you call it The Last Round-Up, Epic Movies (and not so Epic Movies), or
Bellowing Cow Films presents: A Whole Lotta Bull, your presence will add to the fun
and frivolity of the weekend.
It's so awesome that almost everyone has sent their table names and herd
members. These are the only ones missing from the round-up count.
Table names for San Mateo groups
Cheryle Kinslow table name
Once these are received, I'll send out a final (well almost final, cuz we know it may not
be perfect!) list for everyone to check.
Are there any groups who would like to be part of the last round-up entertainment
Saturday night? If so, please let me know. You know how much fun it is to participate
and to watch.
YOU'RE GOING TO LOVE THE BOOGIE SHIRT! It's a collection of most of the
previous characters of Boogie past. When we get the final draft, we'll unveil it!!
The question of the day is: How will the two days work? This is a new experience for
both veteran and newbie bovines.
Here's what we envision.
FRIDAY:
Part of Friday is still in the planning stages. There's a possibility of organizing a wine
tour on Friday, from 10:30 - 12:00 ish. Who might be interested in doing that? We
know most everyone is driving up that morning. It may or may not be feasible. You can
reply with a thumbs up if interested. We'll get back to everyone on this as it
materializes.
Do you need something special to wear on Friday? No, BUT if you have anything
flamingo, wear it!! Might as well get some use out of attire you have had for the 2 years
of PSWB cancellations! Expect to see blue flamingos in the room. After all, Boogie is
always a little twisted!!! hahahahaha
Doors open at 12:00 on Friday. Workshops/Open dancing, 1 - 5 pm.
No need to decorate table on Friday. (that's for Saturday)
We envision this day as the chance to be up close and personal with Jo. She has a couple
"special things" planned. One special item, at our request, is to do a quick teach of
Splish Splash, a fun easy dance, full of energy and pizzazz, just like Jo. For those who
are game, we can take it to the dance floor as a demo Saturday night. Whether you'd like
to be part of the demo group or not, it's worth learning, or re-learning. Jo always gets
everyone to feel like a super star. Shower caps provided for all who'd like to participate
Saturday night :-)))!!! How can you pass that up?!!!!!!
Friday's workshops and open dance will focus on many of Jo's dances. What a great way
to celebrate her 41 years of teaching!!!
Pizza dinner, from Marco's pizza is included with Friday workshops.
Social dance from 7 - 10 pm, Friday night. All request dance....write your requests on
the DJ's dance request sheet when you're at the dance.

SATURDAY:
Saturday is the day to decorate tables and dress in your theme attire (or wear a boogie
shirt). The hall will open at 9:30 am to decorate tables, meet new people, and chew the
fat. Open dancing will begin about 10:30 am. Workshops begin at 11:30 am and go until
4:30 or 5 pm. Bring food to fortify yourself during the day because, as many of you
know, we are not very considerate and don't feed you until 6 pm - lol. You are free to
bring food, drink, and snacks into the hall (no alcohol please). During an early
afternoon break, let's plan to visit each other's tables. With the room filled with people
and stuff, it's great to take time to look at the hidden subtleties of each table. There's a
break before dinner to soak your feet in the hot tub, (if your hotel has one), or as our
friend Scooter Lee says, soak your feet in Listerine (sorry, I can't vouch for that one!
lol). Dinner is around 6 pm, with entertainment, and open dancing until you're feet are
too tired to dance anymore (which is 11 pm for those who make it that long. And if you
stay til the end, you get to help us close up :-)))).
During the entertainment on Saturday, we're doing a fun video tribute to mom. She was
instrumental in so many aspects of Boogie, and a huge influence on so many of our
lives.
MERCHANDISE
Boogie shirts from PREVIOUS years for sale - $5.00. Sizing limited. Please get
one....we don't want to haul them to Florida - lol.
Foot tubes and a few other items left in the the merchandise box from previous years
also available.
If you have dance shoes that don't fit or you want to sell, bring them labeled with all
your information and a price. We'll get you matched up with someone who might be
interested. We'll be matchmaker, you take care of the transaction with the other
person.
MOTELS
You've already made your reservations at the local hotels.
STORES
There's a Safeway and a SavMor grocery store in town for basic grocery needs.
The Mexican food restaurants in Corning are abundant.
Corning is a town of only 7,000. Choices are limited, but good.
What else do you want to know? Please feel free to ask.
Thanks,
Until next time, (which will be soon!)
Looking forward to seeing everyone in MARCH.
Michele and Michael

